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THE GREAT AUSTRALIAN PSYCHE-OUT .
Andre Gide once wrote .... "man cannot discover new
oceans unless he has courage to lose sight of the
shore ... . . in that vein we had a lot of pressure on
us to win; we had damn well told everyone that we
would!
And so with that sort of committment and a
substantial if not substantiated reputation (tactical
propaganda I ' d call it), we took the lift to the too
of Tegelberg for the first round.

ARTICLE & PHOTOS - IAN JARMAN
... . . well the results are now old news (even the
Nambucca Guardian carried a story) ..... it is also
good news for Australian Hang Gliding, especially
considering that this success was achieved on the
smallest of assistance , particularly in comparison
to the support given Great Britain, USA , Brazil ,
etc .... somehow we not only came up with a strong
team but one that beat the World ...... How? ... a
good question: sure our pilots had the skills , and
we had the advantage of coming out of a southern
summer, also some of us had been flying non-stop
for a month at previous camp ' s , and yes , our
gliders were competitive , and personally I felt
the turning sink-rate advantage of the GT was an
important factor.
However these may help the
individual who is running hot, but to obtain such
consistancy of performance from a team over 14
days of nerve straining world class competition
requires some other ingredients .
The British have developed a successful formula over
the last few years and as a result dominated all
team events .... but they had never produced a World
Champion along with that team success . In ' 83 we
came up with both.
Once again , how was this
achieved? I feel that at times the energy , effort
and performances produced by the team as a whole,
especially toward the end , was a sum total far
greater than it ' s individual parts .... . a phenomenon
I still can ' t exp l ain .... (the answer probably lies
in the realms of sport psychology ...... out of my
depth) .

Tegelberg looking into the Alps.
Russel Duncan loaded down with the paraphenalia and
pressures of team Captain, and bearing the emotive
outbursts of his somewhat wound-up team, moved
quietly among us, giving us task sheets and rules,
reminding us to take our photos, checking on our
vario batteries, making sure we had clean 'hankies',
as well as r e layi n g valuable last minute progress
reports on what dummies and prev ious rounds that came
to his radio-station from Bill and Molly out along
the day ' s course.

Rick Duncan
Adjusting
anti - psyche-out
equipment

Snarling Bri tish Team ~rom

l eft:

Graham Hobson , Len Hull (captain),

Bob Bailey , Graham Slater, and Johnny Carr
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Gr aham • Rattlehead ' Wallin , that loveab l e l ad from
the Smelta ' chased around , shoving in battens , carryina
gliders , chatting up all passable girls (and some
others) and in general looked after team morale in
his own inimitable " on-the- burst ' style ..... at times
I think it was he that brought back smiles to our
grim faces when things seemed most tense . . .. and so
it was with his last words of encouragement you found
yourself alone on the ramp; the wind cross and a new
voice, START FRY breaking into your awareness.
Unquestioning , you trundled off down the ramp to
be bounced around the mini-cross course with the other
7 in your heat.
Who do I follow"? Why hasn ' t that last guy l aun ched?
Who is that diving around the 3rd pylon? What colour
was Stu Smith's Sellsor? Where ' s that pommy pest
Slater? God that Mexican came a bit close ! I wonder
if I can make six and back? .. . . .. damn!
Slater is
diving across the gap for pylon 6, can ' t catch him
.... he · s gonna land out ! . ... oh sweet relief , one
down and I ' ve got a thermal and only this Norwegia n
in the Comet to go . . .. And so your mind races aroun d
the 22km course while your body , detached , does all
the flying , controlling the glider while the mindgames dominate your whole being , until finally you
come screaming tail wind over the finish line with
bar ely enough room to turn into wind for l anding
and you start to look around for the four guys you
never even saw for the whole flight , wondering if
they have snuck by you somewhere . Then you listen
for the Oz accents.
Steve ' s back with a win , Phil ' s
in with a safe 800 , Rick played it conservative and
let Hobson jump on him a bit , the Norwegian landed
out and I ' m up for a grand , Steve P has scored well ,
but where is Alan . . .. oh no , he ' s ou tlanded, but so
have two of the Brits and two Yanks and it's the
Canadians strutting their stuff, trying to take full
advantaqe of the situation.

Rich

Pfeiffer

(USA)

Josef Guggenmos (Germany)

. .... and so , Round 2 filled the sky, but whereas 60
pilots outlanded in Task 1, only 6 failed to return
today . . .. (somebody else had discovered the don ' t
land out strategy). We tidied up ou r scores with
5 Australians ga ining over 800 points and this high
scoring was not being missed by the other teams (we
didn ' t let them ! ).
As each round passed the dreaded first cut drew
c loser (148 to 48) and the pressure to keep scoring
highly increased .. ... . . ta c tics changed and those
doing well tended to fly a little more conservat iv e ly
while the others were for ced to go fot it. By now
Steve Moyes, Rick Duncan, Ian Jarman and Phil
Mathewson were co nsistently scoring close to max
points , when the organizers threw the whole thing
open by calling two , 2,500 point tasks in a row .
(We had only had 3 x 1,000 point tasks so far).
Task 4 was a 60km out and return which, much to
Steve P ' s chagrin , only Bob Bailey of GB completed ,
but RD soon took the wind out of their sai ls by
giving both Carr and Slater a hiding.
I s lipped in
behind Pfeiffer for an average score while Ernie
and Steve kept up top scores to further strengthen
our position .

GT

# 141

Round 5 , the last before the cut , gave all those not
doing so well another chance . ... Gru nten Tower and
return , 84kms and a 500 point penalty for not making
a landing zone or a zero if you landed in Austria .
The US team were sure they could get back into the
race with this task and the British , blindly
confident that their i·lagic III's had an enormous
glide advantage , thought they could put a stop to
the Colonials .... but the strong racing type conditions
over the Alps (a-la- Great Circle at Buffalo) suit~d
us and the GT ' s just ni cely .... a quiet confidence
began to grow in the Aussie camp.

at Tegelberg launch

Score analysis, flight discussions on where the lift
was and wasn't , who ' s flying hot and what gliders
are going best and so on as the post flight debriefing
continues into the night and tomorrow's strategies
evolve .... namely, don ' t land out, stick with the
big names and finally keep telling everyone how good
we are.
It was sometimes hard to keep that up as
you faced the next heats. And there were no easy
heats as you checked the list with groans as names
like Guggenmos on his 38 ' span Bullet, or Pfieffer
on the all mylar Str eak or Bailey , Lopez or Thevenot
appeared with disturbing regularity.

Our propaganda campaign was stepped up as bad weather
moved in and we made sure no one missed the fact
that not only was Steve now in first place , but
that the four of us filled 50% of the top 8 places.
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By this stage, we were starting to draw each other
in the heats , so much consideration was given to
team tactics giving the highest scoring pilots the
advantage .... Steve came in only minutes ahead of me ,
while Phil picked up max , with Rick losing one of
his guys and having to be content with a t i me
penalty . ... once again we had increased our lead to
nearly a thousand points with only the fina l round
to go . .. . we had all made the cut and Steve looked
comfortable with first place .. . .. we prayed for rain!

The next round was not good , a duration and spot
was called in appalling conditions . Fighting heavy
snow falls, storms and strong winds , one pilot was
sucked up and deposited some miles away in Austria,
safely thank goodness. Two groups were re-run and
under these circumstances we lost some ground to the
Brits, but fortunately no one scored highly and with
encouragement from team Captain , Russ , we went back
up for the next task.
The next two tasks saw the Americans making a comeback with Pfeiffer maxing twice , but with phil
Mathewson taking out three Brits in one round , we
maintained a fairly comfortable lead . At this
stage, 5 nations (South Africa, Canada , GB , USA
and Australia) had at least 4 pilots flying , and
any nation that lost pilots at the final cut could
not win the team ' s medal.

Task 10 .... .. sixteen pilots began setting up in the
cloud for the last round . There was an intense
silence in the set- up area. The tension a n d
apprehension preceding this f l ight was astounding,
when through the rustling of unfolding mylar and
rattling battens carne the hauntingly whistled tune
of Walzing Matilda . .. . one by one i t was taken up
by all Australians on the mountain until no one
could fail to grasp its significance . . .. the effect
on the other pilots was shattering. The Brits mumbled
and kept unusual l y quiet , no taunting laugh carne from
Pfeiffer or the Yanks , the Kiwis stopped throwing
snow balls and the Canadians became even more
subdued . ... they could have handed out t he medals
there and then . . . . so demoralising was this tactic
(spontaneous as it was) that coming out of possibly
the dodgiest round (conditions wise) of the whole
meet , we had picked up a mammoth thousand points
on our nearest competition. We only had to land in
the paddock to take gold .

For the 9th round another 2,500 point task was
called, and with a 20 knot tail wind to the turn
point , and a low base , no one considered attempting
a return and a full down wind race of 30 kms to
wertach was on.

Rick Duncan , who was the first of the sixteen off ,
chose an unselfish no risk flight and was waiting
as Phil flew in, sticking doggedly to Hobson and
Carr, making sure they couldn ' t gain points on us.
Finding myself half way up a cloud with Steve, I
headed out for a safe pylon two, while Steve, using
that lead , grabbed three pylons to take the
checkered flag for himself and to put beyond doubt,
that the Aussie team had fulfilled their promise . ...
to win the 1983 World Championship.
The Full Team
. Steve Moyes
Rick Duncan
Phi l Mathewson
Ian Jarman
Alan Daniels
Steve Powter

Setting up in the cloud - final round

WELTMEI STERSCHAFT
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DRACHENFLIEGEN
ERGEBN1S L1 STE DER

Russ Duncan
Graham Wallin
Kim Butterworth
Bill Moyes
Molly Moyes
and Marget (our interpreter)

YWELTME1STERSCHAFTEN

NATIONEN WERTLING
1 . Australien
2. Grossbritanien
3. USA
4 . Kanada
5. Deutsch land
6 . Frankre i ch
7 . Brasilien
8. Norwegen
9 . Sudafrika
10.Osterreich

(Duncan , aarman , Mathewson
Moyes)
(Bailey, Carr , Hobson ,
Slater )
(Bennett , Bulger , Pfeifer ,
Smith)
(Kupchanko , Luke, Miller
Vandall)
(Guggenmos , Hartmann ,
Heinelt, Zimmer)

1M HAENGEGLE1TEN
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1983

49 . 147
l.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

47.933
42.118
38.797
34 . 987
34.686
31. 424
31.345
30 . 693
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Moyes
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Bailey
Mathewson
Guggenmos
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Jarman
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USA
Great Britain
Australia
USA
Great Britain
Australia
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Australia
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The celebration saw everyone written off the next
day.
Steve Powter's reincarnation was amazing, as
he had looked to be at Death's Door after endless
rounds of schnapps!
There were two sour notes - blatant cheating by a
certain English flier that proved very embarrassing
when uncovered after the presentati on ceremony, and
Eric Raymond ' s refusal to pay for his " round " o f
schnapps .
Results

KOSSEN, AUSTRIA.

I.
2.
3.

4.

The Competition was run on only four flyab l e days only one of these being good thermal soaring .
The
field of 56 was highly competitive , though some
countries had chosen to use Como in Italy as a
warm-up for the FAI Worlds.
Unfortunately the
two competitions were concurrent.

5.

6.
7.
8. )
8. )
10.

Ian Jarman went into the lead on the first day being
the only pilot to reach the goal .
He narrowly held
the lead through the comp and covered Bob Baier well
in a fast race around a triangular course in the
last event. The teamwork and radio coaching of Steve
Moyes gave Ian a good edge .
Desperately in need of
cash , the $1500 first prize , as well as daily money,
could not have gone to a more worthy flier than Ian .

II.
12 .
15.

2l.
25 .
28 .
32 .
38 .

Ian Jarman
Bob Baier
Wolgang Schott
Klau s Kohmstedt
Ph i l Huddleston
Steve Powter
Eric Raymond
Chris Streat
Michael Carne
Seigfried Obleitner
Steve Blenkinsop
John Pendry
Phil Mathewson
S teve Moyes
Alan Daniels
Jenny Ganderton
Rick Duncan
Russel Duncan

Australia
W Germany

GT
Bulle t
?
Bu llet
Magic III
Probe
Comet 2
Magic III
Magi c III
?
Probe
Magi c III

Monaco
UK
Australia
USA
NZ

UK
Austria
Australia
UK

UK

STEVE BLENKINSOP

Last round not flown .
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Thermal Depth Prediction
BY

DENNIS CUMMINGS,
sun.
The heating available will depend on the
l ocation and the time of year.
It will be reduced
by many factors , including fog or c loud cover,
moisture on the ground, type of ground cover (bare
earth, grass, crops, trees, etc) , sea-breeze, etc.
etc .

This is a "follow-up" article to my previous one
entitled "Shortrange Forecasting for Thermal Flight".
Once you have obtained all possible Temp-Height
readings available - ie. latest radi osonde if
available and your own readings from the base of
the hill to the top - these should be plotted on a
Stuve diagram. Any existing inversions below the
top of the hill will show up.
Any higher inversions
may be anticipated by comparing the last available
radiosonde readings with your own readings.

The available heating can be quantified in t e rms of
degree s Ce l sius multiplied by h e ight in thousands
of fe et. eg , SOCKft mea',s th e heating of 1000' of
air by SoC or 5000' of air by lOCo From Wallington ,
a rough estimate for Newcastle, NSW and Melbourne ,
Vic. is:-

If the air mass has not changed between the times
of the two sets of readings, except for general
daily/nightly heating and cooling, you MAY be able
to "close-up" the trace to give an indication of the
shape of the actual temp/height curve above the
hill. Visual observations of actual inversion layer
height are also a good help.

Newcastle
Mid-Summer
Mid-Spring/Autumn
Mid-Winter

3S o CKft/day
180 CKft/day
15 0 CKft/day

Melbourne
32 0 CKf t /day
16 0 CKft/day
12 o CKft/day

These figures are to be taken as a rough guide only
due to lack of adequate data.

For the purposes of this article , we will have to
now assume that we have an accurate temp/height
graph, just as if we had done a "met flight".

This available heating can be assumed to be steadily
available from about one hour after sunrise until
about 2~ hours after local noon.

The temp/height graph will change during the day as
shown in figs. 1-4. The ground temperature will
increase steadily during the day, and the corresponding depth of the ther~la l layer will also steadily
increase, except for when the inversion at 2000' if
broken (at "midday" - fig. 3) and the thermal layer
increases rapidly from 2000 to 5000'. After this
time, the ground will start to cool and a thermal
level inversion will commence. More details of this
process are given in any of the meteorological/
gliding texts.
In estimating the thermal depth, lets go back to
basics. A heated bubble of air will rise
adiabatically as long as the air into which it is
rising remains denser (usually "cooler") than the
air bubble itself. As the bubble will cool 3 0 C for
every 1000' it ri~: es, until it reaches its dew point,
it will continue to rise as long as the surrounding
air is also 3 0 C cooler for every 1000' of height.
This is shown on the Stuve Diagram as parallel
lines - ~he Dry Adiabatic Lapse Rate lines. The
thermal depth will be the dep ':h of the atmosphere
from the ground surface which has the same slope as
the DALR lines.

For my own estimates, I have been using 3~OCKft/hr
for summer (NSW & Vic), 3 0 CKft /hr for Spring/Autumn
(Newcastle) and 2~oCKft/hr for Winter (Newcastle).
Using this heating figure, suitab ly reduced for the
factors mentioned above if necessary, the H/T graph
obtained at any time during the morning can b e
projected forward by moving a line , paralled to the
DALR lines , to the right. The area between the
original trace and the projected DALR line is a
measure of the heating r equired to produce the
c hange to the trace .
Examples:
Fig 2 - heating required to change from Fig 2
is ~ x 1000 x (15 - 9) = 3000 0 Cft = 3Kft.
Fig 3 - change from Fig 2 is
(2000 + 1000) x (21 - 15) = 1500 x 6
9000 0 Cft = 9COKft.
2
Fig 4 - change from Fig 3 is
(5000 + 7000) x (24 - 21) - 6000 x 3 =
2
18,0000Cft = lSoCKft.

What interests us most, is the time at which any
lcwer inversion will "break" and the change of the
depth of the thermal layer with time. The only
other limiting factor will be the hei ght of cloud ,
if it forms.
Larger scale effects aside, the movement of the H/T
trace to the right is caused by the heating of the
air in contact \!ith the ground.
It's rate of heating
is controlled by the amount of heating available from
the ground, which in turn has been heated by the
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If the first trace (Fig 1) was taken at 6.00am
(assume as 1 hour after sunrise in summer) on a clear
morning - no dew, ground moisture, fog or cloud
Fig 2 would be reached by about 6.51am - Fig 3 by
about 9.26am - and Fig 4 by about 2.34pm . Thus you
could expect to have a thermal d epth of 5000' at
about 9 . 30am , rising to about 7000' by about 2.30pm.
As this has used 30 0 CKft of heating, only a little
heating is left of the available 35 (for Newcastle) ,
and with a depth of 7000' plus to heat, the
temperature would rise less than 10C over the next
hour or so, with only a small rise in the thermal
depth.
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The reading of 29 0 C at the base of Ben Nevis at 11.45am
indicates (a) the lower level super-adiabatic lapse
rate, (b) the possible vertical " lift" of the lower
section of the T/H trace due to ground level elevation
differences, and (c) possible differences due to
distance between sites. with a late take - off (between
1 . 30 and 2.30pm), a good WNW tailwind (with possible
thermal streeting) of 8-10mph , convergence about Mt
Cole, and light to moderate thermals to about 7 , 500 ',
the 53km race was completed rather rapidly by better
than half the field.
Many felt that another 100km
could have been easily done.
Some pilots hadn ' t even
taken off by the time the first pilot finished.

By checking the humidity readings, as outlined in
my previous article, it will be possible to predict
both cloudbase height and temperature at various
times of the day .
If predicted cloudbase heights
are higher than the thermal depth predicted, then
it will be " blue".
Your turn to think: - What could you expect to happen
if the humidity readings indicated that, in the
example given in Figs 1-4, cloud would form at 4 , 700'
when the ground temperature reaches 21 0 C?
Practical Example" - Let's take an example from the
1983 Nationals at Ben Nevis.

Mountain Areas
The nearest radiosonde was Laverton (Melbourne) and
about 180kms to the east. The station was close to
sea level.
Ben Nevis was in an area surrounded by
mean ground level of about 1000' AMSL. The information
obtained is shown on the day ' s met. sheet - Fig 5.
It might be assumed that the low level inversion
shown at Laverton would also exist at Ben Nevis,
and that the whole air mass (at least up to 10,000')
is similar at Ben Nevis, but possibly raised about
1000' due to surface level differences. At Ben
Nevis, ground level temperature was rising rapidly
during the early morning, indicating the burn-off
of the lower level inversion.

Using the "available heating" figures outlined above
must be done with care when in mountainous terrain
(such as Mt Buffalo). As the solid mass of the
mountains contains no air requiring heating, it is
often noticed that clouds will form above the larger
hills and elevated plateaus before the air in the
valleys (and out over the adjacent plains) have
received enough heat to break their overnight lower
inversions.
This is partly the reason for the
"valley wind" effect and for those enjoyable "ridge
top thermals".
Also, sun-facing slopes get more heating than
shaded slopes. Thus there is a need for pilots to
become familiar with the heating patterns of their
particular sites. The folly of leaving "mountain
top" thermals to venture out over the inverted
plains or valleys too early in the day can be very
disappointing.

From the Laverton trace : - Lower level burn off
(to 2000 ') = (27 - 17) x (1000 + 2000) = 15,OOOOCft
= 15 0 CKft.
2
At 3~oCKft/hr less 10% for light high cirrus = 4~ hrs
or 1.30pm. To be along DALR to 7000'
= (29 - 27) x (2000 + 7000) = 9 0 CKft = 23/ 4 hrs or
about 4.15pm.
2

For the interested XC pilots, the analysis of the
day's weather information, even after a day's
flying, can eventually lead to a stage where we
The upper inversion would not break that day and this
was shown by lack of any substantial cloud later.
will be in a better position to take advantage of
those forces in nature which allow us so much
freedom of the sky.
By reading early signs (previous
12,000
day's weather, weather maps, forecasts, etc) , by
familiarity with radiosonde information from the
11,000
closest possible source and it's relevdnce to your
site, by "knowing" your site's peculiarities, and
10,000
This inversion (stable layer) by taking the effort to record events of the day
when streeting occurs. (temp , humidity) a gr~ater accuracy of thermal
9 , 000
prediction should be possible . With this will come
the next stage of hang gliding enjoyment , the
challenge and satisfaction of setting and completing
8,000
a self-set task or flying goal .
A
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These records set in Owens Valley , U.S .A.
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Comments After Flight
My max . height 7,500 ' AMSL.
Possible thermal streeting
with about 10mph tailwind
to goal . Cirrus thickened
after 3 . 30pm from west.

ANGUS THORBURN,

Hang gliding, like many other recreational activities,
involves an element or risk to the participants,
that is increased or decreased according to the
amount of care and skill used .
However, hang gliding,
unlike most other forms of recreational activity ,
encourages spectators and strangers into the "risk
area" with the flier .

The aim of this article is not to make you paranoiac
about the law in relation to hang gliding, but to
emphasise that skill, care and consideration are
essential requirements of the sport . We tend to
think of these requirements in terms of ourse lves
only , but the law makes us look beyond ourselves
and consider the bystander . Viewed in this way ,
the law can only improve our sport because , like
our rating system and the eve r in creasing safety
measures and advanced kite designs, i t is concerned
with safety.
Since an article has already been written about the
rights and liabilities of a flier in relation to
damage to a person's property, this article will
only deal with the specific area of personal
injuries .

Consider this. We are all (like i t or not) part of
society and subject to its laws .
Just about everything we do has legal sanctions to ensure that whil e
we are do i ng i t , we don ' t impinge upon other people's
rights to enjoy life (that ie, damage them or their
property) . Consider where most of us do our flying.
Usua l ly from prominent and public landmarks that are
used by the public as look-outs or picnic areas.

Australian law comes from two sources:

Consider the act of flying . We use a colourful and
silent a i rcraft that looks great in photos and
appears so fragi le as to be harml ess .

2.

Consider when the spectacle is at its most attractive.
Usually dur i ng t h e take - off procedure or the landin g ,
when the kite is at its least stable.
It sometimes
happens too , that a flier will invite a spectator to
help h im or his wireman hold the kite on the cliff
edge just prior to take- off. Most spectators are
deligh t ed to get the chance to take part!
So there we have the elements - a high-risk sport
taking place in the midst of and over members of the
public .
We do what we can to check that they are
clear on take-off and on landing , but they have every
right to be there , and a kite coming in to land is such
a tempting photo .
Of cou rse all members of the HGFA are covered by third
party and personal injury insurance up to the sum
of $500 , 000 and me mb ers might t h erefore ask why
al l of the above is of any concern to them.
Well,
apart from the excess that is required to be paid
by the insured ($200 on any claim) the more claims
made, the higher the premiums will be for all fliers
and you n ever know , you might be the unlucky pers on
that causes damages in excess of $500,000.
It ' s
not an impossibility.
There is also the stigma and worry of being sued as
a defendent to a damages claim in the District or
Supreme Court and the involvement required by you
as a defendent in proceedings that may continue
for up to two years before the matter is heard in
court .
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1.

Common Law
The law made by Judges, that is the body of
decisions made by the Courts on all those
cases which have previously gone to Court .
Statute Law
The law made by State or Commonwealth
Parliaments .

In Queens l and, South Australia and the Commonwealth
Territories , aviation law is based on the common
law . A hang glider pilot in those is subject
to a duty of care. He must take reasonable care to
avoid any acts or omissions , which he can reasonably
foresee would be likely to injure a person who is so
closely and directly affected by those acts or
omissions that he (the flier) should reasonably have
him in contemp l ation when performing those acts , or
omissions .
It sounds a bit of waffle , doesn ' t it?
And that is of course the danger , because the duty
of care as defined is so wide and our sport so new
that i t is impossib l e to say clearly what is a breach
of that duty and what is not.
However , the common
law surrounding the civil domestic aviation can
serve as a guide- line as to what stance a court may
take on the duty of care owed by a flier .
If a flier
has not discharged this duty of care, he is termed
" negligent ".
Looking at the sport , i t seems t h at
there are three areas where a flier carries a duty of
care to the public .

1.

Where a spectator is in the immediate vicinity
of t h e operation of the glider.

2.

Where the specta t or is a passenger in the kite .

3.

Where the spectator is in the role of a rescuer
attempting to assist a stranded flier .

Taking the first category . As mentioned above, the
flier in most cases knows that there will be members
of the public in the flying zone - especially children
who will want to get close to the kite. How often have
you been asked - "What ' s that instrument used ~or?"
_ just as you are balancing the kite on the Cllff
edge about to take - off! The flier knows better than
the spectator how unstable the kite can be on takeoff or on landing and what damage a leading edge can
do . There is therefore a foreseeable risk of harm and
he therefore carries the duty of care .

A court , in considering whether a flyer has
discharged his duty of care , will amongst other
things look at what the normal practice is in
relation to "two-ups", and judge a flier ' s actions
against such a norm . Therefore a flier should
carry out the directions of the HGFA and any other
current prudent practice in relation to " two- ups ".
If done for reward (that is , money or consideration
that can be assessed in terms of money) , then the
flier is considered to assume the risk and must
exercise a very high degree of care and skill to
protec.t his passenger, although just what that
standard involves is difficult to say , as there has
not yet developed a "common practice " to judge the
flier by.
Probably at least the skills of a Hang IV
rating would be required.
If taking a friend for free, a lesser standard would
be required and if an accident occurred injuring
the passenger, the principle of "voluntary
assumption of the risk " would be available to the
flier as a defence.

How can a flier discharge this duty? It is very
important that the flier or his experienced wireman
clear the area on take-off or landing.
It is
probably not enough that a sign exists warning. the
public (but where possible to do so), as the pl10t
has the ultimate responsibility and anyway many
people can ' t or don ' t read signs.
If somebody rushes
out at the last moment while you are landing and
is hit, that of course may be different , as the
flier is only expected to take reasonable precautions
to fulfil his duty.
Do not ask a member of the public to assist the takeoff, as the risk of injuring that person is clearly
increased and therefore the duty of care demanded of
the flier is greater. Merely because a person agrees
to help , does not mean that he assumes and accepts
the risk, because he probably does not know what is
involved .
This is an unsafe practice , not only because of
the risk of injury to the member of the public ,
but because the flier risks getting an unsteady or
unco-ordinated take-off.
A spectator, can or course, be negligent in not
keeping a proper look-out , stepping too close to a
cliff , etc. , but this is not a defence that a flier
can raise if he injures a spectator , it merely allows
a reduction in the award of damages (eg. if the
injury was one-third a result of the injured party's
negligence , his award of damages is reduced by a
third) .
The second category is probably the least likely to
cause us concern , as basically all flying is done
alone, but "two- ups " are becoming more common and
will probably increase as techniques and kites are
developed . To date there are no regulations
covering the practice , although the HGFA has given
directi ons as to what procedures should be followed.

The principle put in our context is simply that
the flier is not liable for any injury to the
passenger caused by an accident , the risk of
which the passenger has expressly or impliedly
agreed to take, but the flier must prove the injured
person had full knowledge of the nature and extent
of the hazards and agreed to accept the risk freely .
If a passenger was a novice this might be difficult
to prove.
If any of the above situations , a signed form
absolving the flier of all responsibility and
acknowledging that the passenger accepts all the
risks would be prudent, although the legal effect
of the document would have to be clearly understood
by the party signing it . A minor (a person under
18 years of age) of course , could not sign such a
form .
In general aviation common law , where a flier is
under instructions , h i s paid instructor flying
with him will usually be taken to have voluntarily
assumed the risk of the fliers er r ors, and this
would probably fol l ow on to hang gliding , shou ld
this method ever be adopted - (a frightening thought ! )
The third category is the rescue attempt .
It might
sound callous in the extreme, but the principle
has been app lied successfu lly in avi ati on common
law - that if the defendent (our injured flier) ,
has by his negligence, put himself or another
person (eg. an injured spectator knocked off the
cliff) in a situation in which it was foreseeable
that a r escue attempt would be made , he will be
l iable i f the rescuer is injured in the attempt .
Th i s is simply an extension of the basic
principle of negligence , that responsibility
extends as far as the foreseen injury . The
rescuer is not taken to have voluntarily assumed
the risk of injury to himself , presumably because
it is viewed more as a "duty " to attempt a rescue ,
than a free choice.
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Ac cidents are unfortunately not uncommon in hang
g liding and more importantly they often occur in
front of spectators, among whom (hopefully) there
is like ly to be one would-be rescuer. Therefore
a court will no doubt de e m a flier to have foreseen
h i s r e s c u e r, and the "fo r e seeability" test will be
sa ti sfied t hereby creatin g the duty o f c are owed
by the flie r to h i s r e s c u e r.
So mu c h for t he
Common Law.

We now have on e of
the exci t ing new
G. T . MI SSILES in stock.
The G. T .
was designed
fur
the
pilot who wants
t op perfo r ma n ce but
does
not want t o sacrifice h an dling .
Give us a call a n d we can advise you on
the right glider
for you and ar r ange a
tes t
fly,
backi n g it up with after
sales service second to none.
We also have
two 180 MISSILES
in
excellent condition for $1200 but will
trade in on earlier model gliders.

S i nce every S tate of Au s tra lia i s r ecogn i sed as
h aving sove reignty o v e r its own a ir s pace, th e
Commo nwealth has no true constituti o nal power t o
govern th e air.
It has howeve r thro ugh a
combination of its exte rnal affairs power and its
trade and commerce power enacted th e Air
Navigation Act 1947 , whi ch with its associated
re g ulations is designed to give effect to various
safety procedures for air c raft.
The effect of
t hese regulations and the associated Air
Navigation Orders are set out in the HGFA handbook.
The states of NSW , Vic , Tas and WA have enacted
legislation imposing a strict liability on owners
and operators of aircraft for damage to property
or personal injury or death , and have to this extent
superceded the Common Law . These are the Damage
by Aircraft Acts and their effect is that any
person who suffe r s loss or damage by a person in,
or an article or person falling from , or an
aircraft itself while it is takeing off, in flight
or landing can recover damages without the proof of
negligence , unless there was contributory negligence
on the part of the person injured .
The rationale for strict liability being imposed
appears to be that for people on the ground it
is often impossible to prove negligence because
the aircraft is high above them ; further they
cannot be taken to assume any aviation risk simply
by being on the ground below.
Unless the person
injured has contributed to his own injury by ,
for example, runni n g out into the landing area under
an aircraft (in NSW contributory negligence can be
used as a complete defence to this statutory
liability), then it is improbable that the
accident would have occurred without fault on the
flier ' s part . However , an act of God , such as being
struck by lightning , sudden fog , or a collision with
a meteor (not the Moyes kind) , is a complete defence .

We stock a complete range of
hang-gliding accessories. These include ASI 's,
Altimeters, Carerra Sunglasses, Books, Posters
as well as new and used gliders.
Our flight school uses only late model
gliders including the Moyes Mars which takes
our first day students from soaring to
thermaling flights using ground to air radio
communications for safer and quicker
advancement.

The damages recoverable are all those recoverable at
c ommon law - compensation for pain and suffering ,
accrued loss of earnings and future earnings ,
medical and other expenses incurred , loss of
amenities of life and expectation on life. Even
a fear of injury , if it produces a definite
illness, is compensatable .
If you are not feeling
vulnerable , you should be!

So you want to THERMAL?
At Airborn we provide expert tUltlOn
fro m the worlds best pilots, drawing years
of e xperience to teac h and guide you to
attain competition level.
Lessons are he ld e ve ry weekend at
some of the best sites in Australia.
We also provide lessons for beginners
7 days a week, featuring first glides
through to soaring.
Ring and enquire about our spec ial
prices for lessons, new and used gliders
and accessories.

Consider the peculiar design of hang gliders .
Instruments, cameras or radios are often attach ed
t o the frame of the kite and are therefore
vulnerable in violent thermals or wing- overs.
If
they fall , they have no cockpit to catch them and
their fall may on l y be broken by an unsuspecting
spectator .

A
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From .the Safety
Director:
THE uRATTLI NG DEATHu SYNDROME
It seems that many of us are amused to see some
unsuspecting learner proudly display his newly
acquired "latest design" Super Condor, Mad Eagle,
Tweedle Dum , etc . that he got as a real bargain
through the Trading Post or newspaper.
Of course, it should not be flown - it should be
scrapped - is the general opinion . BUT, how many
will forgo the temptation or dubious pleasure of
receiving $150 or more for a kite that has been
lying in the garage for years with barely a hope
of receiving anything for it, other than abuse from
parents or wives, for cluttering up valuable space.

ULR ICH KOSMER,

It is time to be responsible and unselfish - scran
these deathtraps and encourage new members to
purchase safe learner gliders. A worn out car
might just stop at the next corner with smoke
pouring from it's heart - the unsafe glider will
probably kill it ' s unsuspecting owner.

A fatal accident was reported frcm Cairns, Queensland.

Buying a ' later design' does not always solve the
problem either. There are many gliders on the
market that are just worn out from use, abuse and
accidents and it should be a moral responsibility
to ensure that any defects are repaired or at least
pointed out to the buyer so that he can rectify them
before flying into the sunset or doom .

It appears that it was one of those instances where
all safety precautions were taken and yet an
accident happened.
The pilot made an error as
many pilots do during their flights and normally
the result would be no worse than a few bruises
and bent tubes.
Unfortunately , in this case ,
the result was tragic .

FATALITY,

PROPOSED REGULATION FOR. TANDEM FLYING
1.

The pilot must be rated H4 with a minimum of
10 hours flying experience on the glider to be
used .

2.

The glider must be certified and rated to carry
the combined weight of the pilot and passenger.

3.

The passenger must be over the age of 1 8 as
required by DOA directive.

4.

A safety officer should be
refuse to al l ow the f l ight
approval has been given by
the responsibility for any
lies with the pilot .

5.

The pilot s h ould have flown the site on
occasions under similar conditions .

6.

Flying in turbulent conditions and flying
acrobatic manoeuvres should not be
attempted when flying tandem.

Note :

The tutor was experienced , the hill was a learners'
hill and wind conditions were safe . The pilot ,
a beginner , had a normal take-off but stalled soon
after and dived back into the hill (from about 30 ' )
without any apparent attempt to cor r ect the
situation . Impact was taken on the lower part of
the face a nd arms.
The pi l ot did not recover
consciousness and died in hopsital.
The glider , a Mega 2 , suffered only relatively
minor damage .

........

present and he may
- even though
the safety officer ,
accident or injury
previou~

COMPETITION DIRECTOR
Competiti o n Director required for the Mt Buffa l o
Cross Country Classic . The s u itab l e applicant
would have ideal l y competed in the Classic
previously , and be capable of co- ordinating the
other officials and deciding on each day ' s task .

In the case of an accident , the third part~'
insurance does not cover the passenger.
The pilot is solely responsible and is
liable for any damages .

Apply in writing to:
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The Classic
15 Heather Avenue
ASHWOOD VIC 3147

STOLEN WINGS
A 180R Missile was stolen on Sunday, 3rd July
from outside Fanny's Tavern (Newcastle).
The glider has a yellow fin and yellow undersurface, green mylar pocket and rubber tip
(6 months old) . Reward is offered.

Rick Duncan.

A Moyes Mars 170 was stolen on 5th June.
Details are:
1.
2.
3.

4.

Dark blue leading edge
Light blue undersurface
Rest of sail white of heavier than normal
cloth. The glider should look in new
condition .
My name is etched on to the top of the keel
forward of the hang point, and on the top
side of each cross bar. My name is also
written in texta on the neoprene on both
wing tips.
REX MARSHALL
13 The Boulevarde
SANS souel 2219
PH. 5293583

My

SA')) oro !.rAy
A~Y ~()M 1I1HtJe.. "~'b~lls
])oc;.,nJI(
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THE INCREDIBLE DREAM
being only 140' high, you don't have much time to
get your act together, as many southern pilots have
found out after giving us a lecture on how and how
not to take-off from our site, although some are
learning the hard way.

Saturday morning and I am lying quietly in bed
dreaming of that ultimate flight that seems so
close to finally happening, when my dream is
shattered by the ringing of the telephone which,
after a hard night on the town, is the last thing
that I want to hear, especially when I find out
it is only 9.00 am. When I pick up the receiver
I am nearly blown through the wall by a barrage of
uncomprehensible jibberish. The voice finally
calms down and I can put it back to my ear again.

Once you are up here, you can see for 30kms each way
- north and south, up and down. The rugged coast
is dotted with golden beaches and lovely little
box jellyfish that catch the desperates who miss
the crocodi l e farm.

On the other end is Callan McLeod a super
enthusiastic flier who definitely talks faster
and higher than he flies, but this morning I don't
mind as the news is good and the wind is on.
It's
been a bit too strong the last week and this is
just what we've been waiting for.
I hang up and
start to gather my gear together which is quite a
job as a week without a fly is near disaster up here
and your gear has a chance of getting lost. At
last I have it all in one heap and I must check
it for mould or any signs of having perished, but
it's alright.
It sure is safer to check it,
especially after not being used for such a long
period. This only happens once or twice a year.

Height gains of 2,400' are what we are after today
so its throwaway the instruments and parachutes,
long trousers and gloves, but keep the Lifesavers
and Minties as these safaris in the sky tend to
leave us dry.
Over the radio we hear ·t he melodious note of Carl
Davies explaining in great raptures to his personal
fan club, that he personally drives up here each
second day to keep record of his historic flights .
Actually he has just connected his altimeter as
he reads off at 10' increments, so we change to
another channel.
Tears come to our eyes - his
transmit button is stuck again.

Before I can get my kite on the racks the phone
goes again.
I race inside tripping over the dog
which is under my feet AGAIN. After getting up
I realised what she was doing there and find
myself in need of a shower before I can leave the
house. On picking up the phone again, I hear that
jibberish nonsense.
I thought Callan must have
forgotten something but I soon realise that it's
not that usual Scottish accent but the "Gentleman"
of the Cairns Club, Carl Davies , who is in a frenzy
following this morning ' s weather report . I finally
get away from the phone, out of the shower and get
on my way to White Cliffs which is our local ridge
soaring site about 25kms north or Cairns.

Laurie, otherwise known as God, Grandfather flier ,
or Guru to the members of the Cairns Hang Gliding
Club, is on top of the pack again blaspheming and
really setting a bad example as per usual. We don't
retaliate by shooting him down or even getting
hiqher than him because he wouldn't sell us any
mo~e goodies for our kites if we did. You know
how it is with these Communist leaders!!!
As the sun sets in the east we decide to land,
much to Cal's disgust, as he feels we are cheating
him out of airtime. He's only had 6~ hours today.

About 18kms north of Cairns I see the ocean for the
first time on my epic journey, apart from perving
at the naked bodies (girls only) on the beach , I
see the streaks on the water and it ' s going to be
good.
Immediately I feel a stirring and pump
the accelerator.
The feeling gets stronger as I
go north and before I realise it, I ' m at Harleys
Creek just at the bottom of our main ridge.
Crocs are hred here so you may realise all our
fliers are good (or have to be good) - those that
are left anyway.
I get to the rock wall to see a stampede of anxious
fliers running across the road with their kites on
their shoulders. Only being able to set up two
kites at a time , is a hassle, but when you know
you are going to get between 3 and 7 hours in the
air you put up with it . As I expect Callan is at
the front of the line and before anyone else can
get their kites out of their bags , he's in the air.
We don't mind as this will bring the tourists and
we all like taking off in front of an audience.
I
finally get into the air after jumping the line a
couple of places. What a difference , suddenly you
feel 10 ' tall. Lucky that ' s not the case because
I'm sure there aren ' t any suitable harnesses around.
Back to the point - it ' s sheer delight with 12 knots
blowing up the rock causing gar gar noises to come
forth from the radio strapped to the wires. Take-off
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The tourists are gone and the Club retires to the
Ellis Beach Pub, which is also a restaurant except
on Sundays , where light refreshments are followed
by the "hard stuff". More jibberish , not through
a telephone this time, is heard from Freck (Alan
Pascoe) otherwise known as Freckles and during heated
arguments on air safety , as Doctor Doom. Some of
our newer fliers, the ones that didn ' t feature on
the menu at the crock park, are sitting at the
table with saliva dribbling from the corners of
their mouths which happen to be near their ears.
The smiles ! The Macleans ! It ' s simply sickening !
How do they seem to pick it up so quick? I still
think the crocs have something to do with this
phenomena .
Over in the corner Dita and (Santa) Klaus are
viewing a spectacular save from behind the road
on video. They are flying much better now that
they have VHS. The Betta Cord was causing more
problems than it was worth .
Well it's now 9.30pm and I leave Ellis for home
and back to that dream of the ultimate flight.
What's that - the phone ringing - my God I must
have been dreaming all the time.
HAYDN REDFERN

'"

5
1 & 2. Everyone
needs one of these.
A hang glider with
optional porter-pac.
One porter could
carry a glider all
day long.
except
for Bruce White's
Meteor 190. Half
an hour was the
limit for that one.
3. Paul Murdoch
teases the terraced
ridges.

i.

Bob Silver,
entertainer and
showman extraordinaire - on stage,
Nepal.

2
5 . Bruce Wynne and Val Wallington doing it for
crowd.
6. Notable competition winner Ian Jarperson pos
for the crowds .
Photos from Nepal
- courtesy Bruce
Wynne.
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2.

Deborah Smith - journalist for the
national times article on back page of
' National Times', June 3 . Also see
Outdoors magazine next month.

~.

Lahkpa, the Sherpa leader has climbed
Everest 3 times and now wants to learn to
' heng-gride '.

~.

Jarperson preparing to land at 7,000 ' see it was easy.
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LETTERS TO THE

Dear Editor ,

EDITOR

In response to a request by some members of the
VHGA fraternity the VHGA has introduced associate
membership. For $8 , we the non-fliers, get a T
shirt and the right to attend and participate in
Committee and General Meetings.
We do not get the
right to vote at these meetings.
When I originally raised this question in September
1982, there had been much discussion about low
membership and trouble with DOT and the ANO debate.
I had hoped that by accepting non-fliers as
associate members, this would increase the numbers
of VIIGA members, who could then lobby the Governmen t.
I naively thought that anyone interested in the
future of the sport would be welcomed by the VHGA
for these reasons.
It was never my intention to
interfere with matters directly relating to the
fact of flying a hang glider.
Besides I get airsick
in a hang glider.

Dear Ed,
This is one of those rare letters expressing
appreciation for the great job the HGFA and State
Association Executives have done over the past
coup le of years.
I temporarily retired from flying
in February 1981 due to family committments and have
just rejoined. Judging by the revised Manual and
the excellent standard of "Skysailor", a lot of
people have been working pretty hard and as a result,
i t seems the sport has made some important advances
in the short space of 2~ years.
This impression was further reinforced during a
visit to the Kurnell sandhills in April where I
watched 3 or 4 separate training schools, equipped
with the latest gliders, proper helmets, e t c. and
manned by obviously competent instructors who were
taking 30 or more students through their paces.

I would also be interested to hear from non-fliers
in other states who have any comments on this matter.

Having been a founding member of NSWHGA and on the
Committee for 3 or 4 years, I must say I am gratified
at the way the organisation of the sport has progressed
and become more and more 'professional' over the
past few years.
It is all too easy for momentum to
be lost and members to become complacent in a small
organisation once the 'major hurdles' have been
overcome.
The Administrator is obviously of great benefit to
the Executive and one can only applaud moves such
as the Instructor Certification Program, the move
to Certified gliders and the further revisions to
the rating system.
It's good to see that those
who have been on the Executives in recent years
continue to be forward thinking and receptive to
the changing nature of the sport and the changing
expectations and needs of members.
Committee members, one and all, I salute you!
up the good work.
Yours sincerely

The VHGA has now introduced associate membership,
which in effect means paying $8 for the privilege
of walking round advertising hang glidin g.
I'll pay
my $8 and wear my T shirt because I feel the sport
needs all the support it can get , however I feel
the committee is being rather contemptuous of a
group of volunteers who uncomplainingly spend hours
sitting on mountains and driving miles to pick up
XC fliers.
There wouldn't be much fun in flying
100 miles if you had to walk back that same 100
miles, carrying a 601b glider.
I would like to see
a little more thought being given to the role of
the non-flier in the future of the sport, and their
rights as associate members.

Keep

JENNY COWDELL

I have recei ved two letters from Queensland
l-'i1ots, indicating their dismay at what they beJi ved
to be an insinuation that thay are callous in flying
at Rain bow Beach while a fellow pilot lay injured
below.
We again apologise if the comments made
seem to catagorise Queensland pilots as "callous".
The saftey directors comments where directed in a
very general manner.
However, we have been assured by both
letters that all pilots who realised that an accident
had occured did in fact investigate the situation
and assist where necessary.
Perhaps a comment from the injured pilot'?
I have also received some feed-back on the
"This is Hang Gliding" brochure that has been
recently printed. This feed-back is well appreiated
and will be passed on to the next producer of the
brochure. However it must be remembered that it
is primarily aimed at the hang gliding naive general
public, and not as a training aid for hang gJiding
students .
The photos, text and diagrams are there to
give the public some degree of empathy with the
hang gliding community.
Ed.

MARTYN YEOMANS
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Dear Ed,
I believe the Nationals should be the venue where
pilots who are not necessarily the hottest, can get
the chance to compete in a well organised competition
and one where winning the team trophy will mean that
they have achieved something together.

Sitting by a glowing fire listening to Steve Forbert
on a cold wet Adelaide night must be conducive to
thinking about summer flying and competitions. So I
am going to commit some of my thoughts to paper and
see whether anyone else thinks that the points I
raise are worthy of comment .

Besides SA has the talent to recover the trophy!

I want a talk about the concept of the Australian
National Hang Gliding Competitions, both past and
future, and what I believe their objectives should be.
Over the past years we have seen the Nationals undertaken by several states including NSW, Vic and SA. At
the Burra Nationals in 1978 a good roll up of all
states produced a National Champion pilot and a
winning state team which was awarded the Wayne Blackmore
Trophy. The tradition of a winning state seems to
have been lost over the last few years as the
Nationals turn into just another competition with the
pilot who flies the best, winning the competition
and it appears that if enough of his state team
mates do well enough, then they are called the winning
state, but there doesn't seem to be much prestige
attached to that title .
The problem is of course that there is not equal
representation at the Nationals because there are
more pilots in NSW and vic than the other states.
Do the smaller states get swamped, or worse still
if the state can't field their quota of pilots, you
get the ridiculous situation of that state ' s team
being augmented by pilots from another stat e who
couldn ' t get in their own team.

Comments please.
ROSS WOODWARD

Dear Sir,
At long last I relieved my bad conscience which had
been stirred in every issue of Skysailor, and wrote
to my local Member of Parliament about ANO 95.8 I
am attaching a copy of my spiel to this letter
which will explain my disappointment with the
proposed draft of ANO 95.8 as published in the June
Skysailor.
Why was the prohibition around airports extended
from 5km to 8 or even 16km under 4.9(c)? This
extension puts an axe through our Long Reef site in
the northern Sydney suburbs.
What are the chances of getting exemptions from the
Regional Director of DOA along the lines I have
suggested in the attached letter?
Regards
JOHN SELBY

I feel that if we are going to have a National
Competition , it should be based on a state team
basis with an equal number of pilots in each team .
A team competition would surely inspire a closer
communication between pilots of the same state and
of course, tactics would have to be discussed to
achieve a win for the team , rather than just one
guy be individual pilot who flies for himself . There
are other competitions that cater for that type of
flying, but let the Nationals be a team event.
I feel Grants made to HGFA from the Government for
the purpose of running the Nationals aren't being
properly used unless we promote the concept of a
state team winning the National Trophy. Surely
that is how most other sports run their National
competitions.
I haven't considered just how the comp would run,
but I can't see any problems in a state team
consisting of, say, 5 members and each round
consisting of representatives of the state. This
will obviate the situation where pilots from the
same state are flying against each other.
The problems will arise when the smaller states
can't fill a team, perhaps some weighting could be
attached to their scores to allow for a smaller
team. However, the states should be encouraged
to field a full team.
Note.Ed - Anyone interested in bringing one
to her school should contact Wodonga Primary
School . VHGA is sending all the other information.
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SkySailor Crossword

no.

00001

fiend

CLUES
--=====-DRAG
1.
5.
7.
9.
10.
12.
13.
14.
16.
17.
lB.
20.
22.
24.
25.
26.
27.
2B.

Rubbish dump (3)
Where you wash the dishes (4)
No heat exchanged with the surroundings (9)
An irredeemable buoy [abb.] (3)
A disease of addiction (4,7)
A line of people? (2)
This has an unfortunate attraction for us all (6)
Mega .•• (3)
Vision (4)
Standing straight (7)
Ben Nevis is where i t ' s
(2)
A method of waterbourne launch not recommended (B)
Involuntary response (6)
Whuffo's might say the same clue as 13 across (3)
Always wrong! (7.B)
Where you'll find the rotor (3)
Dont get too high or you'll suffer (7)
When you're here it's time to WORK (3)

SINK
1.
2.
3.
4.
6.
B.
9.
11.
15.
16.
lB.
19.
21.
23.
24.

Abbreviated launch (2)
Last resort (9)
What's on the tower at your favorite site [Hollowback?] (4)
Executioner's noose (4,4)
Royal Mail (4,4)
Elevator (4)
What 9 across was last week! (3)
Lens-shaped (10)
What can you say when you blow it again! (4)
Not a tool for cutting wood (4)
Pilot who has bagged more than 10 other gliders (3)
The most expensive bit of your glider, never seen (3)
Essential to a flying wing (6)
[Sorry about my spelling]
Distress signal (sometimes) (5)
OK in a car but not in a kite (5)
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MT TERRIBLE
Approx . 500 ' above landing paddock - H3.
N to WN~] ,
very rough road to launch, heaps of landing paddoc ks .
About l~ hours from the city centre and 1300 ' ASL.
Although Mt Terrible is close to the coast , it is
most definitely a thermal ling site. Paul Kelly
has the site distance record with 34 odd miles.
An airstrip is very close on the plains out in front
to the west of launch .
It can be quite busy on a good day , like Sunday 5th,
with up to 15 gliders on the site . This amount i s
no problem especially with SA fliers, this usuall y
means only 5 - 6 in the air at one time.
The si te
will take dozens . There is a 300 ' height limit
around take- off, but not far over the back, that
height increases on good hot thermal days. In spring
and summer the l aunch window can be very small
before the sea breeze builds and blows along the
range. On s t ab l e days with 15mph' in the winter ,
8 mile flights along the range and continuing
on t h e coast are often undertaken .
NORMANVILLE

.;: SOUTH

500 ' coastal , s h ape perfect. Top launch and
landing . NW . Landing good , but restr icted by
power lines which are ma rked. Top access is usually
by foot , yes , th a~s right , glider on shoulder then
one foo t in front of the other . At present driving
to the top might be under negotiation , but first
check with the SAHGA controlling body , Herr Voodvard .
Te n to f i fteen mi l e coastal flights are quite usual
when this site is on.

AU,STRALIAN
SITE REPORT

CAPE JERVIS
This article is to help all you intermediate pilots
ou~ there, plan your summer f l ying holidays.
I
th i nk that the more experienced XC pilots would be
mu ch better served spending their time at places
lik e Stanwell and Mt Buffalo. That is , especially
if they are fair dinkum about XC league.

250 ' l aunch - H2. NW to SW , large landing areas top
and bottom.
2 hours drive from Adelaide , on the
tip of t h e F l eurieu Peninsula . Good access to
launch with walk up from bottom . Many f lights
to Normanvi lle have been achieved from h e r e , along
some of the country ' s more majestic and rugged
cliffs . A word of caution , there is a l o n g down
wind s t retch where the vagar i es in weather
conditi ons h ave put some good pilots in t h e water ,
a nd on very i solated beaches at the bottom of 900 '
sheer cliffs .

I wi ll start off with the more popular (for some
peop l e) , sites around Adelaide
OC HRE POINT
100 ' approx. coasta l, SSW to NW , H2.
Access rough,
but definitely passable . Take - off good, landing
area l arge wh en tide is out , tight when it ' s in.
This site has been popular from the beginning of
fly i ng in SA .
In 1976 I personal l y learned how to
shrug off the bonds of gravity above the dunes .
Half a mile down the beach from Ochre Point , I
l earned the dangers of careless f l ight there also .
The ridge extends both north and south about l~
miles each way and is regularly flown . Flying south
on summer weekends is supposed to be banned , it
being the most popu l ar beach in SA - it gets jammed
packed from balls to boobs with naked people .

BLOWHOLE CREEK
Launch is 800 ' ASL, SW to SE . Good top landing but
not so good bot t om land i ng.
For coastal soaring I
think th i s is our best wi th more to offer than we
use at present . The last time I was there with Paul ,
Ross and Dave , I could swear (*!** ?) that we were
thermal l ing , also I recall in the dim distant past,
chasing i n and out of coastal mist during an i mpromptu
top , spot landing , come touch a n d go con t est with
Bob Knox and Alan Coates . A great site for
receiving the old cloud suck and plenty of height ,
bear i ng in mind of course , our visual fligh t
limi ta tions .

SELLICKS CLIFFS
Approx . 400 ' coasta l SW to NW - H4.
Bitumen road
to t h e l aunch , l arge beach at low tide and tight
at high tide . Take - off good . Top la n d i ng banned.
Has 2 miles of usab l e r idge and at ra r e times i t
is possible to get up to hills behind .
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TAPPANAPPA

ILLAWARRA HILL

This site is very similar to the Blowhole in many
respects, except tighter bottom landing (such as
it is), and smaller top landing .
Both top and
bottom landings are more complicated because of
trees (none at Blm.hole) and fences. To fly at
Tappanappa , a pilot has to have a H4 and a permit
from the Parks Department, details of which you may
find out about from Herr Voodvard.

About 400', NW TO W faces with good launches , top
and bottom landings , rated HI. Steve Blenkinsop
flew our first over 100 mile flight from here with
119 miles . This flight was from a hill (Illawarra)
adjacent to one SA gliding strip (Ade l aide Uni) to
past our most famous gliding strip, Waiker i e. This
site is not as good a ridge shape as Lochiel, with
more bowls than faces.
It is probably more consistant
in spring and onset of summer than late summer and
Autumn . This is when we get more moderate post
frontal north westerlies .

TOWER OF BABEL AND BILLY HILL
Towers is about 300' AGL with a H4 or H5 take-off
and a H2 landing area.
It also has good top landing.
Billy is about 450 ' - a very good launch area and
bottom landing paddocks. Ac cess to Towers is by
good road to the top, but is complicated by the
variations in route , whereas Billy is quite rough ,
mostly through steep paddocks and lots of gates.
I am mentioning these two sites together because
they are on the same escarpment and take the same
general wind direction which is SSW to SE .
Permission to fly these sites is on a short term
basis , especially Billy Hill, where permission
must be granted each time we fly.
Billy Hill is
a very consistant flying site, especially for short
(so far) , XC flights.
Top landing is good , with a
bit of experience and good judgement. Best to
practice your top landings here in someone else ' s
glider. Best distance from Towers is about 30 mile s
over the back by Rob Davis, best from Billy is by
Steve Blenki nsop , about 20 miles over the back. The
good thing about these sites is that you drive down
there, then XC your way back home along the same
route you arrived by. Going over the back is
definitely for H3 pilots with plenty of paddocks
for landing and no real hazzards if 1000' is
achieved over launch. Billy produces an interesting
combination of thermal and ridge lift, being 5
miles from the coast. With a few more XC oriented
pilots evolving and a few holidaying and or migrating
to Adelaide , look out for a 50 mile flight from this
s i te next season.

The two other sites I had intended to write about
were of course Mt Horro cks and Germain Gorge, but
to save wear and tear on my bugle should I start,
I will just refer you to my article "A Long Wee kend
in SA ", a few Skysailors ago. Due to the onset of
writer's cramp I have left out ~uite a lot of other
sites, both coastal and inland. S ix coastal sites
around Adelaide spring to mind, a site called Point
Pass where Paul Kelly did a 50-60 mile flight from,
and the Burra area, are all worthwhile flying sites,
plus quite a few others .
Our basic good fortunes are good, hot, dry summer
weather and a lack of tr ees , hence 99% good laun ch ,
top and bottom landing areas.
DERMaI' MEANEY

LOCHIEL
700 ' AGL , 1400 ' ASL accommodating winds from SW to
NNW and two easterly facing bowls . Rated H2, this
is an excellent site for all year round conditions
in SA . Adelaide University Gliding Club think so
as well, as t h ey h ave based their gliding strip at
the base of the ridge. This hill has a good shape
and is about 3 miles long . Even though our
Easter Competition was a let down , I still have a
lot of faith in the h i ll. The best distance from
Locheil is about 70kms by Alan Dan i els , best height
about 10 , 000 '.

Loch i el - landing on top
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Rating Changes
HI

H3

H4

Melwin Buch
John Hagan
Ken Costin
Terry Sloan
Benjamin Kosmeier

Alan Wright
Craig Latham

Paul Saarine
Trevor Purcell
H5
Barry Lewis
Henk Van Raalte

New Safety Officer
Marie Tucker
Springfield Court
Springwood.

Queensland News

Queensland's First Levell Course
On the long weekend 11,12,13 June, the first Hang
Gliding Level 1 Coaching Seminar was held in Brisbane
at the Balmoral High School.
In all, 17 instructors
and/or intending instructors attended this course.
Professional lecturers were employed and this resulted
in a very successful seminar . The following is a list
of Levell Coaches for Queensland and Byron Bay .

North Queensland Hang Glding Competition
Place:
Date :
Entry Fee:

Eungella
October 7,8 , 9
$12.00

Requirements:

Competition is open to any H4 & 5
pilots with altimeter and parachute .

The comp will be run similar to the last year ' s with
pilots flying for two sets of trophies. The main
trophy being the "Ian Cameron Memorial " going to
the pilot with the longest single flight out of the
valley. The second set of trophies are for the
greatest total distance for the three days.
All entry fees will go to buying trophies and prizes.
For information contact Graham Etherton on 077 751224
(AH) .

Cairns
Townsville:
Rockhampton :
Sunshine Coast:
Brisbane:
Toowoomba:
Rathdowney:
Gold Coast:
Byron Bay :

John Allen , Laurie Linneweber
Graeme Etherton
Jim Searles
Stan Roy, Mahl Oakes
Scott Tucker , Henk Van Raalte
Ross Whittaker, Phil Loxley
Bernie Panitz
Bill Koorneef
Wayne Fisher, Mark Mitsos , Ian Hird,
Chris Rollins.

A lot of credit must go to Heather for the success
achieved in her position as Course Co-Ordinator.
She selected suitable lecturers , sent out ' relevant
paperwork and arranged the venue .

Accommodation at the Chalet. The rates are : Motel
Double $35. Double $25 . Twin $25. Single $18 .
Phone 079 584509. Also camping at the Valley View
Caravan Park , phone 079 584542.

Pilots started arriving on Thursday night and on
Saturday morning . The lectures started at 9am and
finished at 5.30pm . After a day in the classroom,
the Seafood Smorgasboard at the local Pub was great.

Owen Faux of the Chalet has donated $200 towards
trophies and prizes . More information next issue .
Cairns Hang Gliding XC Competition
After Eungella, why not take a drive to Cairns. The
Cairns Hang Gliding Club will be holding the XC
competition on 14 , 15,16 of October . Take-off at
2300' above a valley floor of 3000 '.

On Sunday back to work again then a BBQ on Sunday
night at our place was open-house , givi n g o u r
local pilots and their families a chance to meet
pilots from allover Qld and Byron . A good time
was had by all, thanks to Dick Lys and his guitar .
The sleeping arrangements were comical to say the
least , with bodies spread through the dining and lounge
room and overflowing into the kitchen - you could
say, a full house. Heather and I enjoyed having
everyone here and there is always a spare space if
anyone is passing through .

Camping and Country Pub accommodation available.
The Cairns Club is 30 strong and would like to see
Southern fliers come up for the comp o More next
issue.

TED McALLAN

-'
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NOBBY NOTES
Well, June has been another month where the weather
has been on and off . If it hasn ' t been r aining , it's
been blown out .
Although the 25th turned out t o be a good day at
Ta~borine.
The day started off with 15-2 0 knot
south- westers. Most of us got off to find good
lift well out into the flat lands. Later in the
day the wind went north west . A few of us went
along the ridge pushing head wind, to see if we cou ld
get t o Tamborine Village . We didn 't quite make it.
Maybe next time.
By the time you read this , the 17th July would have
already passed . It's the day for our "Fly- a-Thon"
at Tamborine . We 're keeping our fingers crossed
that it' s a good day.
The take -off at Tamborine has been greatl y improved .
The grass has been cut and a lot of trees removed.
The competi tion was cancel led again , due to bad
weather .
Meetings of the Nobby Club are held on the las t
Monday of each month at the Royal Mail Hotel, Goodna .
DAVID BOARD
Secretary

oW)
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THIS IS YOUR CHANCE TO GRAB AN AIRWAVE MAGIC I]] FOR THE NEW SEASON .....
( as flown by Lord J oh n P e ndr y of Plant e rs Peanuts fame )
Made by Airwave in England, Europ es l eadi ng manufacturer,
top p i l ots in Engl and a nd Europ e .

and F l own by most of t h e

Th e l ow twist sa i I is made from Howe & Bainbri dge u0c r on c l oth and co mes \"ith
2-p I y my I a r tips as sta nd ard ( e li m i ni'ltes st r etc h ,lnci f I utt er )
Th e a irfr a me ut iii z es drawn scam l ess 6082 T6 tub i ng - th i s i s aircraft sta ndard,
a n d st r o nger than l oca ll y avai I <lb l e 6061 and 6063 tub in g ( fact ).
Air craft nuts a n d bolts i'lre used throughout and a l I in ternal co nne ct i ons <Ire
chafe protected . A I I exposed a irfr ame Darts a r e br i ght anod i zed.
Th e Magic 111

is fu ll y cert i fied to U.K.

BHGA and German uGut es i ega l U

standards .

Many opt i ons are a l so a Vili l ab l e in c lu d in g derofo i I sect i on kingposts und upright s ,
' speedbi'lr' shaped basebars , s hiny myl<lr l e,l d ing edge ilOC'kcts , TI'i-l ami n atc
sa nd wich or shiny myl<lr ma in sa i I bodies ,lnt.! a fu ll rilngc' of sa i I co l ou l' s.
BRIEF SPECS:

G LIDER SIZE:

]50

Asp ect ratio
Wing spa n ( f t . )
We i g h t

(

I bs )

Pi l ot weight range in I bs .
(not in c l. flying gear)

155

6 . 26

6 . 72

3] · 2

32 . 8

6.~4

ub. 0

7] . 0

]55-]75

17 ::i-200

Office

(02) 669 588 8 ext . 2 1 5

Ho me

(02) 694 ]] 55

i nformat i on ,

Answerphone serv i ce when

sq . feet

34 . 8

64 . 0

Contact me ( Wi I I i am Wh i te ) liOW for mor e

**

6.8
34 . 2

]77

140- ] 60

60 . 0
1]5-]40

166

Broc hur es una Ord er Forms
I'm out .

PRICE s ho uld be und e r A$ 1800 . 00 in c luding u l I airfre i ght c harges and sa l es tax
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COMMITTEE REPORTS
Mt Dandenong
Submission for continued use and building of a
permanent ramp has been presented to the Forest
Commission of Victoria .
Library
The VHGA has allocated money for a Library.
Books
may be borrowed at the Southern Hang Gliding Club
meetings. We are looking for second hand books
at reasonable prices . Phone Gavin Hill - 2777942.
Flinders
Due to road works near take-off, the set-up area
has been turned from grass to gravel. We are
currently trying to have the grass replanted and
the fence replaced.
Parachute Seminar
Ross Cowdell is organising . a parachute seminar to
be held in September. Guest speaker will be Rob
Danaher.

VHGA
ANNUAL
MEETING
NEW VENUE FOR ..
§(Q)~uC={]~~~
HPU~G

Date
Venue

GLIDING CLUB,

Time

This popular institution still meets
regularly on the first Tuesday of each
month .. .... .

Tuesday 2 August.
Anchor & Hope Hotel , 481 Church Street
Richmond.
8 . 00 pm

Your attendance is required!

Where you can ....... . .
Corner a Safety Officer and get rated.
Nominations for VHGA Committee

Ask advice .

The following people have been nominated for the
1983/84 term of Office Bearers .

Hear the latest gossip.
Spend the night telling everyone h ow you
gained 2000 ft. at Portsea last weekend.

President

See the latest Hang gliding films.

Steve Ruffells, John Amor
and Colin Barry

Adver tiz e your old hang g liding gear.

Secretary

John Amor

Buy someone else 's old hang gliding gear.

Treasurer

Greg Withers

Get fed.

Competition Director

Rob Danaher

Have a good time.
. .. . ... ALL AT THE ANCHOR AND HOPE .
481 CHAPEL STREET RICHMOND.
ON THE FIRST TUESDAY OF THE MONTH.

Safety Director

Peter Wright

Publicity Officer

John Amor

Training Officer

Rod Steele

Librarian

???

More nominations are required before the Annual
General Meeting in August.

SEE YOU IN THE 'BUGATTI ' ROOM
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Hi - H3 Seminar
The VHGA would like to thank John Reynoldson,
Craig Aitken, Rob Danaher and Wesley Hill for the
excellent presentation and the great success the
evening had.
Dennis Pagen Books
Still waiting for reply from the Australian
Distributors.
GAVIN HILL

Photos taken by Bruce Wynne on his flight to
to Apollo Bay.
Left looking N/E to Cape Patton.
Above looking S/W toward Apollo Bay.
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These Ciiders
Standards.
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03- 890- 4163.

are

not Certified

to

USHCMA

Soon after that the Club was considering buying a
glider for training . Barr y ' s Swa llowtai l seemed
suitable.
I suggested that I take i t h orne and check
it out. When I assemb l ed t he g l ider I noticed that
the bottom wires were very s l ack , maybe stretched
in the crash land i ng.
In t h e meantime we found a
Skydart II in good condition a nd decided to buy it
instead .

ACT
Hang gliding
Association

One day I decided to see how t he Swa llo wt a il
actually flew , I took it out on the train i ng hill .
When it was set up it occurred to me that i t had to
be the wrong ' A ' frame . So I t ried the s t ain l ess
steel ' A ' frame from my Maxi and the wi r e s were
perfect . Poor Bar ry , I thought , lucky Barry i n a
way , wh o k nows what could have happened . The b o l t
ho l es , for the bottom wires , varied by seve r a l
inches - no wonder that Barry crashed.
I i magi ne
h e wou l d have bee n lucky to turn the g lider at al l .

About three years ago our Club Secretary bought a
g l ider from someone interstate .
It was a Moyes
Swa llowtail and a f r iend of Barry ' s organized the
purch ase . Apparently Barry had a few prob l ems on
the training hil l, but soon felt capab l e of f l ying
a t Lake Geor ge , our most popular soaring site at
the t i me.
I don ' t know how many flights he had ,
on l y o n e I thi nk , wh i ch ended in a bad crash
l anding amongst some large rocks at t h e foot of
the hi ll. He injur ed his back amongst other t h ings.
Barry decided to give up hang gliding not too long
af t er this discouragi ng incident .

The point of a l l this is that if Barry go t in t o this
much t rouble while he was associated wi th oth er
fliers , then t here can ' t be much hope for those wh o
buy the $250 Speci a l from the paper . Only five
years old , on l y fl own a couple of times - who knows
where i t ' s rotten 'A' frame came fro m!
TI M WEBB

WinGS OUER nEPAL
La~t. April, 198~ ~an Ja~man led ADVENTURE TRAVEL CENTRE'S Himalayan Hang·
Ghdmg. Expedltlon . FIftee n expedition members explored the Annapurna Region by
hang·ghder over a period of 14 magnificent days of pumping thermals - a world first.

Jarman is hooked and returns again leaving Sydney on October 07 , 1983 and invites new
members to bring their kites on another hang-gliding expedition - this time to fly beyond
Annapurna down the world's deepest valley.
F ull Trip Cost: $2950
Departs Sydney: OCT 07
Returns Sydney: OCT 30

Space limited to 8 pilot members of minimum Hang 3 standard.
Contact:

Ian Jarman ,
Cloudbase Ph. (02) 698 8584

or:

Chris Dewhirst
Adventure Travel Centre
Ph. (02) 29 7197
1st Floor, 28 Market St. , Sydney.
=~~~
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Kieran said the incident had resulted from a "whack
under one wing" which he attributed to a cannonball
thermal, a phenomenon he hoped other pilots would
not encounter .
Clyde emphas ised the importance of cari ng for your
back-up chute . The dangers of abuse had been highlighted by two recent accidental deployments . One
of the pilots involved had been in the habit of
removing his chute from it's container on light days
and putting it back for ballast when the wind was
stronger.
"If you don't put the chute back in
properly, it can open up" , he said.

How nice it was to see National Television news
report on a favourable aspect of hang gliding by
reporting the Australian team win at the world
Championships, Tegelberg. And what great news !
Congratulations team, on an outstanding performance!
It is very much to the credit of all our guys that
the end result was achieved without the massive
funding and enormous national support enjoyed by
some of the competing teams (particularly USA ,
who for the last 5 months have run a fund raising
extravaganza that collected a fortune).

Two other pilots had practiced deployment at
Stanwell Park, taping their chute risers loosely
to their gliders or elsewhere so that they detached
when the chutes opened.
This, said Clyde , apart
from being a complete waste of time, was also highly
dangerous because the risers, when coming away, could
easily flick up to the back wires and tangle in them.

The vintage fire - engine red ex-English Mail van
acquired by the Australians (for a song), stacked
with gliders and bulging with bodies and stero,
must have become an awesome sight for other teams.
Jars' win at the Masters in Kossen and a good showing
by the lads at the Fosters, complimented the
Tegelberg results.

Paul Breeze, a qualified parachute packer and skydiving instructor, offered a comprehensive list of
information and tips about back-up chutes. Topics
he covered included:
Velcro - If you find it difficult to pull open the
container you can keep some of the velcro apart
with electrical tape. To speed up opening, keep
the sides of the handle together so that when you
pull it, pressure is confined to a small area ,
ensuring that the velcro pulls apart easily.

Meanwhile, back at the ranch . .. .. . .
About 60 NSWHGA members attended the Association's
Parachute Seminar on June 1. Peter Meredith gives
this account of the evening.
Held at the Evening Star Hotel in Surry Hills, the
session began with some hard drinking at the bar
before members adjourned upstairs.
This, according
to Safety Officer Clyde Farquhar was the best way to
start any seminar, since alcohol always makes hang
glider pilots more receptive to new ideas .

Repacking - How often should you get your chute
repacked? Skydivers repack their reserves every
three months . This doesn't mean that if you leave
it for four months your chute won't work - but it
won't work as well.
A chute should hang for 24 hours before being
repacked.
You can hang it yourself - and this will
give you an opportunity to practice deploying it.
It Ivill also make the packer's job more difficult,
but when you get your chute back, at least you ' ll
know for sure it ' s been repacked.

Clyde said the Association planned to meet regularly,
not only to enable the Executive to get views and
gripes and other feedback from members , but also to
provide information , instruction and entertainment.
Kieran Tapsell began the parachute session by
describing, for the benefit of those who had not
already read about in in Skysailor , his parachute
deployment at Talbingo.
He said the most important
lesson to be learned from the incident was: KNOW
YOUR CHUTE. He himself had practiced throwing his
chute out before every repack and had familiarised
himself with the technique. It was important to think
fast , he said, but he had been amazed at how
confidently he had reacted during the incident.
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Opening Time - You can assume you will fall at
least 300 ' between the moment a crisis arises and
the time the chute opens. Opening time is affected
by how well you've looked after your chute and how
often you ' ve repacked it, by damp, direct sunshine
and such chemicals as battery acid lying around in
the boot of your car . Chutes are normally resistant
to heat, but even so, it ' s best to keep them cool if
you can . Don ' t sit on them and don't leave them
lying on wet ground.

General - Back-up chutes are rated for 150mph in free
fall.
A hang glider pilot is unlikely to reach that
sort of speed in an emergency, though if you free fall
from two grand , you ' ll certainly be putting excessive
strain on your equipment.

Deployment - Make sure you actually need to deploy.
Think about things - you ' ll be surprised how much
time you ' ve got if something does go wrong.
When
you ' ve decided to throw your chute , LOOK AT THE
HANDLE. This is critical. Many jumpers have been
found to have pulled everything off except the
handle.

The bridle is rated at 5 , 500 Ibs.
If the stitching
has been done correctly it should withstand the same
strain .

If you have any choice , throw the chute into the
direction of the turn , ie. if you ' re spinning to
the right , throw to the right.
But more important
than direction , is making sure you throw clear of the
wires . Also, it ' s best to throw on the side of your
riser .

A canopy will last five to ten years, depending on
how well it has been looked after. There is no way
of telling if it ' s structurally out of date.
Some
ten-year-old canopies have had 1 , 500 jumps and are
still good, but newer chutes tend to last less long.

Once the chute has opened , the recommended practice
is to put your feet in the A-frame , right out at th e
corners.
If you have to deploy while flying tandem,
your chances of coming out of the experience unscathed
are not as high . Your rate of descent would be such
that you might , if unlucky , break a leg.
But don ' t
on any account deploy two chutes; they are quite
likely to tangle, but if both do open successfully ,
the rate of descent will be affected only marginally.

A bridle may tend to fray, especially where it makes
contact with velcro . This is not generally dangerous ,
but if it worries you , change i t .
But watch out
for cuts - these ~ dangerous .
A skydiving or jump course , apart from offering a
new experience , will teach you nothing about using
your hang gliding back-up chute.

Break A Leg
It has been suggested that the NSWHGA should apply
for Membership of the NSW State Government Sports
Injuries Insurance Scheme . Over 200 , 000 sports men
and women in NSW are already covered by the Scheme,
and more are being enrolled.
Briefly , it provides a lump sum payment for specified
permanent loss suffered in a competition , or in training
for a competition , conducted by a recognised sports
group such as ours.
Should you crash as a result of some structural
failure , pilot error, or being hit by some rogue
thermal , and lose the use of an eye, a leg or arm ,
or your sexual capacity or worse( ! ) , you could claim
under the Scheme , provided the HGFA Executive confirmed
your HGFA Membership and that you were flying in some
competitions program at the time of the accident.

If you agree , and are interested in training for,
or participating in a Competitions League , could
you please IMMEDIATELY fill in , detach and post th e
form below to enable us to proceed with our
discussions with the NSW Sporting Injuries Committe e
one way or the other , or contact any of the following
pilots:
Kieran Tapsell
Steve Hocking
(02) 32744 8 4
Bruce Cunningham (02) 3890189

The Secretary
NSWHGA
PO Box 121
SUTHERLAND NSW

2232

I am interested in a Sporting Injuries Insurance
Scheme for NSW Pilots.

Benefits range from up to $90 , 000 for quadriplegia ,
$56 , 650 for paraplegia, $21 , 000 for a leg and so cn
down to the loss of a little fi nger ($3 , 000) .

Name :

The Scheme does not offer compensation for loss of
earnings or temporary disablement . These are the
concern of Wor kers ' Compensation, Social Secu r ity ,
Employment Benefit and Private Insurance schemes .
However , it is , as you may have found out , impossible
or extremely expensive to get private cover for
hang gliding accident injuries.
The NSW Scheme
offers a large sum of cash to compensate for a
lasting persona l injury, and for negligible cost.
The actual cost is $8 a year (or 15¢ per week) for
each adult pilot . We could apply to join the Scheme
either (a) to cover the whole membership of NSWHGA
or , (b) to cover pilots who might wish to develop
their flying skills by enrol l ing in a Competitions
League within the Association under the control of
our Competitions Officer . This latter proposal
would seem to suite our requirements better at this
stage , as the Scheme is intended to benefit competing
sportspersons as opposed to recreational.
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Address :
Phone:

L_ _ _
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Reminder
The next pub night in Sydney will be the first
Wednesday night in August (Wed 3) at the Evening
Star Hotel.
If there is any aspect of the sport you would like to
see addressed by way of the seminar, please don ' t
hesitate to write or phone any of the committee.
Fly safely , and if you make the news , make it
good news!
BRUCE CUNNINGHAM

Perhaps the Section which should b e mos t heavily
critic is ed is 4.9(f) which i s a repeat of the present
4 . 4(0) . That i s , a restriction on gliders flying
within 100 metres horizontally from persons other
than those directly associated with the operation
of the g lider at the launch site and during the
launching phase persons situated behind the launch
point relative to the intended direction of fllght.
The effect of this is to make flying at Stanwell
Park a continual breach of the ANO , except where one
lands on the b each with virtually no- one on it .
Every top landing involves a breac h of the ANO
as the landing area i tse lf i s not even 100 metres
long and there are usually always people standing
around the monument.

STANWELL PARK HANG GLIDING CLUB
I was pleased to see the proposed new Air Navigation
Order published in the last issue . At least we know
now what the DOA has in store for us . Most of the
changes are to be wel comed. However , in some ways
the new ANO prov ides more restrictions than th e o l d
one . For example , th e distance from whi c h one can
f ly from a lice nsed aerodrome has been increased
from 5 to 8 kms. Thi s will obviously affect flyin g
to Macquarie Pass from Stanwel l Park where the
escarpment is just 5kms from the Albion Park
aerodr ome.
The present 4 . 4(f) provides that we are not allowed
to fly within 100 metres horizontally from or at any
height over buildings. Under th e proposed ANO , this
has been omitted and the restriction is " over any
city, town or populous area ".
I agree with the
Ed itor that some changes should be made to this .
In view of the Department ' s predilection for applying
regulations for one type of aviation to another , we
might suggest that a regulation similar to ANO 95.7
governing helicopters should apply . That
regulation would r ead after the appropriate c han ges
have been made -

This regulation is a good example of bureaucratic
ove rkill by those who have very little knowledge
of the operations of hang g l iders. Th ere are plenty
of other regula ti ons governing hang g liders which
are quite suff icie nt for prosecution in the eve nt
of someone doing something silly. Tr a ffic courts
do not seem to have any difficulty in deciding what
is negligent driving in a wide variety of circumstan ces that can h appen on th e roads , and there i s
no reason to suspect that a Court in deciding what
is negligent flying und er the Air Naviga ti o n
Regulation 124 will have any greater difficulty
wh ere proper evidence of flying procedures and
practice is put before them.
It is no point in saying that this Sec tion won ' t be
enforced . It may well be for reasons which might be
totally political and have nothing to do with air
safety. Apart from that, when people who have to
observe the law are unanimous that some of its
provisions are absurd , this view tends to be
carried ove r to other provisions which are n ot at
all absurd , but which are absolutely essential.
I am quite sure that the absurdiLy of the present
regulation 4 . 4(e) and repeated in the proposed 4. 9(f ),
apply to many ot h er sites apart from Stanwell, and
I would strongly recommend that the HGFA mak e
repres entati ons to have it removed .

"A hang glider shall not fly over any city ,
town or populous area at a lower height th an
1500 ' and shal l fly at such a height that
emergency land in g can be made at all times
into a suitably cleared area wh ere danger
would not be caused to persons or prope rty
on the ground ".

KIERAN
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TAPSELL

CLOUDBASE
more than a mere flight of fancy

Winter Programme - beginner lessons - thermal and cross-country courses - cloudbase on the road (Sydney -Cairns)
-Second
New

Himalayan

Stock-amazing moyes GT and

Phone (02) 6988584

Hang

Gliding

Expedition (October)

MARS -clou dbase sloppy-ioes- and other winter flying things . -wombats

for further information or write - Cloudbase 499 Crown Street

Surry

Hills 2010

NSW .

~
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MARKET

Meteor 190, very good condition.
18 months
old . Colours: Sky blue, gold, black and
brown. Sail modified by Moyes. Spare
new kite bag.
Leading edge Mylar, downtube
included.
Min H3.
$1000.00.
Phone Glen Kraemer (070) 535362

P~ACE

Lyre Bird (Byron Bay Mega II Clone).
Great budget glider for flying/training.
Needs some work. As is $380 or best
offer.
Phone Pete 07 3780498 (AH)
WA

~ .
,.."

l

."'"

Moyes Mega II , orange with green leading
edge . Very good condition . Min H2.
$800 ONO .
Chris (09) 2933309

,.,

SA

\,.

Moyes Missile at onl~ 7 months old , this
is one of the fastest ~ i ssiles made ,
incredible L/D at 30-35 mph. Long lasting
tri laminate mainsail (minimum stretch ,
therefore will not rag out). Light handlin'l
due to wetsuit rubber under tips, 223 kms
in 5hrs 30min in turbulent th ermals
attests that. Comp l ete with Airborn
pressu r e equaliz e r, a bargain at $1200. ONO .
Dermot Meaney (08) 2777 1 20

·c ,.

VIC
Me teor 170 $1 , 200 . For the performance
and handling you need, phone (03) 2777942 .

NSW

Paradynamics Flotation Cell Harness , with
Air Sports Parachute and ballas t bag.
Both
in exce llent condition. $400 . 00 ONO.
Ring John on (03) 5789401

Missi l e 180, 7 month s o ld.
Dark green ,
white tips and keel pocket.
$1200.00.
H3.
Will also TRADE for Mega II with agreeable
cash exchange .
Ring (065) 540416.

Swift 170 in good condition. Red and brown
double surface. Gold main sail. Many
improvements. (Best flight on this glider
109kms). $1000 .00.

One e xcellent Probe for sale for just
$1400 . Must sell.
White with red leading
edge . Min H3.
Rin g (02) 5872054

Two brand new cocoon harnesses. XC type
complete with water ballast containers,
inserts, carabina, pullies, clips, etc.,
complete . Retail $375, will sell for cost
$280 (see Nov ' 82 Skysailor).
Ring I O 'Neill (03) 8904163 (AH).

Tandy 40 Channel radio complete with
char~er,
and microphone , r eady
to clip on to your glider. Just a few
months old. Price $250 - you save $50 .
Ring (02) 5872054

Swift 170 - blue with yellow trailing edge.
Min H3.
$1000 . 00 .
H Summons (03) 8986467 (AH) (03) 6583045 (BH)

Swift 170. Dark green leading edge, lime
green and yellow trailing edge. Kee l post
conversion . Good condition , flies very well.
My favourite winge , but have to sell as
going OS .
$900.00.
Phone Glenn (065) 660 166 or write Glenn
Wil son , MainSt, Crescent Head or phone Joe,
(065) 66604 3 (AH).

SWIFT 170 - Only $1,000
one for the price of 2
Call Bruce Wynne (03) 5313124 (ah)
Will not swap for carribina.
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NSW
Meteor 150 (light weight model) $800 . 00 .
Phone 325554 (AH) .
wanted - 5 watt transeivers ... . (2nd hand) ,
must be in good working order .
Phone Cloudbase (02) 6988584

skysooring industries

Wanted: One altimeter (not the wri s t type)
and one vario (prefer aud i o on l y) .
Phone Martyn Yeomans 3277742 (AH) 295976 (B~)

PO Box 103, Thirroul 2515
VAROIMETERS
Hummingbird VE -1 0 . . . . . ... . .. . $ 250
Ball 620H, Small audio
vario . . . . . • $34 5
Ball 651, Compact audio vario/
digital altimeter in
padded bag . . . . . . . . . . $ 620
651 Bra cke ~. : . . . . . . ~$ 26

Swift 190 . Glue and white sail. Good
co ndition.
Hang point from 'A' frame apex ,
not on keel. Must sell so giveaway price
of $500 (ONO). Min rating H3 .
Phone Steve on (02) 6941155.

Warranty and Service included.
Matching Girl/Boy g li ders and equ ipment .
KWIK CLAMPS . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . $ 28
Meteor 150 - white with royal blue double
s urfa ce a nd b l ack leading edges.
Lady ow ner
with very low flying hours . Min rating H3.
$1200 ONO .

ALTIMETERS
Thommen 2000 - 26 . . . . . . . . . . .. . . $ 150
Wr i st strap .. .. . . . .. . . . . . . . . . .· . $1 5

Moyes Mars 170 - white with royal blue doubl e
surface and black l eadi ng edges . Mylar
inserts fitted.
Excellent condition . Low
hours. No minimum rating required .
$1200 ONO .

AIR SPEED IND I CA70R
Ha l l wind meter wi th
bracket

. . . . . . . $40

P1\RACHUTE S
Prolite Pu l led Apex chute by A.A . S .
Fastest opening, most efficient
super compact . Weighs 3~ lbs . $420
Container bag . . . . . . .. .. . . . . . . $ 23

Two b l ack cocoon harnesses (medium) as new
SIOO each. Two AGV helmets - small and
large S20 each. Air speed indicator as new,
$ 15 .
Phone Peter or Carole on (02) 3262669

COCOON E ARNESSES
Advanced Air Sports . . . . . from $ :2 60

phone Steve Kennard (042)

Wanted to Buy: Used vario-altimeter and
portable transceiver with hand mike .
Tom Dinning (065) 627292 (AH)

611194

MORE VICTORIAN.
SWI FT 170 , This is no ordinary s wift ,
apar t from the two tone blue sail
with red L/E, aa ranteed to attract crowds
of young ladies jus t dying to help you
take off , this glider is tun ed to beat
any glider out today , yes folks this
g lider i s tuned to WIN . . . . .... . .. . . !
Minimum hang rating 3.Its a steal at
on ly 1000 dollars , thats ri gh t o nly
$lOOO . Dont mi s out , ring now!
Gary Hickson. (053)370389. (free phone
call fr om anywhere in Australia~

Swift 170 . Gold and White.
$900 ONO .
Ring Steve , (03)728- 2778 .

Good condition.

Moyes Missile 180 , special gold and white .
Onl y 15 landings since new a~ Buffa l o and
Bright exc lusively . Perfect condition .
Min. Hang III.
$1 , 300 . 00 .
Gilbert Griffith - Ph . 057 551 158 BH
057 551124 AH
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MOYES BOYS WIN

WORLD CHAMPIONSHIPS

